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ABSTRACT 

1'he Y&rious concepts of the fis sion process, mass 8lld· charge dia .. 

tr1 but ion,. and fine st;ructure in t1ssion yields are reYiewe4, Details 

and results of mass spectrometric &DJllyses of fission-product samples 

of cesium._, rubidium, and strontiua are reported. Absolute y1e~d Yaluea 

haTe been assigned to the mass 87, 1:35, rurd 137 ohai.ns. Relat1Ye yields 

of the JUass 88 and 90 cha.1ns have bet>n determined. A mechanism 18 

postulated to account tor anomalies in fission f'in~ st.ructure.. The 

Glende.nin mechaniem ot instantaneous neutron emission is found to require 

modifieat1on. 
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INTRODUCTION 

'l'he method of mass spectrometer analysis has bf.ten applied by Thode 

(1 2) . 
and his co-workers ' to the detei'lllina.tion of relative and absolute 

fission yields with high precision~ Their investi gations of the isotopes 

of xenon and krypton ori ginat ing in the fissi .on of ura.nium-2.36 have re-

vealed fine structure in the :mass-yield curve in the neighbourhood of' the 

eighty-two neutron shell. Recently, Inghram, Hayden and Reynolds( .3) re-

ported mass spectrometer abundance data for the fl,.ssion product isotopes 

ot cesium. Their abundance data for these isotopes indicate an abnormally 

high yield for eesium-1.35 1 which oa.nnot be explained on ·the basis of 

present theories. Sineo the mass chains ending in isotopes of cesium fall 

1n the neighbourhood of' the eighty-two neutron shell, and are pred1ote4 bY 

the Glendenin me~hanism of chain branching(4) to have low y1elds., it 

seemed important to redittermine the abundano~s of the cesi.UlJl isotopes and 

to extend the work to the isotopes of other elemonta which tall in ej.ther 

the e1ghty..-two or t~e fifty neutron shell region. This has now been done, 

and the results are reported in this thesis,. 

The Fission Process and Mass .Distribution 

When a nucleus is subjected to irradiation with high ener~ particles 

or electromagnetic radiation, various events are likely t<;> occur, depending 

on the nature and energy of the radiation, and on th.e naturo of the target 

nucleus. At low energies of inoiciont charged particles, elastic scatt·ering 

occurs,. Here the moat serious effect is the random removal of a taw of the 

electrons from atomi·o orbitals. 

Neutrons at different energies, and charged pirt1oies at high energies 
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are likely to cause one or .more of the following px•ocesses: 

l. Absorption of the incident particle or photon ., In this case 

an excited nueleus is formed which emits some form of radiation in its 

return to the ground state . Examples of such :nactiona are the familiar 

(n, V), ( '(,n), (~, p), (~ ,rt), (d,p) ., and many others . 

2. Spallation . This occurs more frequently in larger nuclei , and 

only with high• energy particles . lt 1s the splitting ott of a li ght 

rragm.~nt from the or1g1nal nucleus, leaving a resultant nucleus which is 

lighter by sometimes as much as fifty mass units. 

J ~ · F1ss1on . This important reaction results when tPe target 

nucleus, necesst:U'il.y a heavy nucleus, splits 1rito two (o:r rarely, threel5) 

parts of roughly equal size,. It is this reaction and some of its 

ramifications which are the main topic of this thesis . 

Fission takes place 1n several ways , and under the e:xc~tation of 

nearly ull forms of energetic radi~tion . fhe first f ission reaction dis

eovered was that of uranium• 235 bombarded with slow neut+ons(6) . It is 

the most important of all modes of fission ., because 1 t oan easily be 

adapted :tor use i n sel:t- sustainlng nuclear reuotors . The reaction may be 

represented by t~e 

u235 
92 ... 

following equationt 

onl (92u2J6) + zlxAl , 
where X and Y represent the two fission products , V the pumber ot neutrons 

released in the fission process (about 2 . 3 in thi ,s particular reaction) , 

the release of gamma ratiation, and Q the kinetic energy of the f'ission 

fragments and neutrons . Other f orms of fission are listed in Tables I and 

II. 
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Because the ratio of neutrons to protons in the uranium-235 nucleus 

is higher than in lighter nuclei, the nuclear fragments ·formed are 

unstable. They usually undergo a. series of suco~ssive beta decays. As 

result of the reaet~on 

onl lPl+A(. __.., . 7.1 

the original nucleus is transformed eventually .into a nucleus with the 

same mass, but a lower, mora stable neutron- proton ratio . This groups 

the fission p1•oducts into chains. of which some sixty .. tour are known. 

An important aspect of the study of fission 1s the investigation 
' ' 

or the distribution of mass among the possible fission produovs :• Isoto.pea 

of xenon and krypton al"e the stable end prodacts of' sov'()ral chains . The 

relatiTe abundances of these isotopes can be measured With very hi.gh 

precision by a mp.as spectrometer. This gives a.ccurat(:t val4es ·fqr -the 

relative yields of these mass chair~s in fission . Another met,hod of deter-

m1n1ng yields inVolves the trtea,surement of the l'adioaeti vity of SOJ,)arated 

fission products~ The mass yield curves for uranium-235' Ul'8.111wn-.233. and 

plutonium.~239 are g1 von in Figures 1 and 2 . It ia sean that there is a 

hi gh probability for the splitting of a la.r,ge nuoleas into two fragments 

ot masses about 96 an<i 1.39. The probe,bil1~y of formation of' fragme:ttts of; 

equal size is low. Spontaneous fission .: and the slow neutron f1ss1o l ot 
I ' I 

·' 
other elements is expected to follow essentially. tne s~e ~ pattern . 

Iiot all the fission processes take ' plaqe in this asymmetric mannex• , 
' . . 

and for fission induced by high- energy projectiles, the fragments are most 
I'· , 

' . 
often Of equal mass. Fp:r· axa.zupla, the mass-yield cjll've tor fi~si .on of 

tboriwn-232 with 37 · 5 mev alpha particles, (lf'igure .)) , still shows 

asyiruiletric fission, but the vary shallow minimum indicates a higher :proportion 
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TABLE I 

Some Fission Modes of Uranium and Thorium Isotopes 

Nucleus ActJ. vat ion Cross Section (parns) 

u233 Thermal Neutrons{?) 

u235 Thermal l:feutrons( 6) 

u238 Thermal Neutrons 

u23S Fast Neutrons 

u2.38 ' Protons 

u23S 

u238 

u2.38 

u? 

Th230 

Th232 

Th232 

Th232 

Th232 

Th232 

Th2.32 

Some 

Element 

B1 

Bi 
' 

Bi 

Pb 

Pb 

Deutarons<8 .9) 5 x 10""3, 2.2 x 10..,2 

Alpha Particles (9 mev) (lO ) 5 x 10'"'3 

Ge.mlna Rad1at1on(ll) 3.3 x 1o•J 

Spontaneous<12•13) Ti :; 2 •. 1 x tol6 yr. 

Thermal Neutrons(14 , 15) 2.5 x . . 232 Th 

Thermal Neutrons 

Protons(l6) 

Deuterons(l7,lS,l9) 

Alpha J?articles(lS) 

Gamraa Radiation(ll) 

Spontaneous(l9) 

· TABLE II 

1.7 X l.O""J 

T..1.. 1019 '" • 
2 

Fiss~on Modes of. HeaVy Eleme~.ts wi fb - ~nergetie 
Pal'ticles . (After Perlman et al • . 2Q. ) 

ProJectile ~ 
IUeme,nt ProJe~tile Enerf 

v ('Mev 
400 Pb n 100 

d 50 Tl 400 

n 100 Tl 200 

400 Pt 400 

d 100 Til 400 
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ot fJYIImtetrie fiss1on. The fission of Bismuth wit'h 190 :Me-v deuterons( 21·•.22 ) 

{Fi gure 4} is completely symmetrical .' 

Me.yer(23) has nbted that, in cases of asyrrunotrto. hssion. the location 

of the ma:xim.a indicate that th$ most probable primary f1s.sion products might 

be those with fi:t'ty or eighty-two neutrons•. It seems, t .hen that even 

d·uring the fission process the ' new nuclei tend to approach stable configura• 

tions . Meitner(24) has noted that in · the· case of deuteron fission of 

.Bismuth , where the fissioning nucleus, Pol99 , has too few neutrons to allow 

such a distr4t"Qation, :Us~ion is synunetdcal ~ 

Ooeek~:rmann and, , P~rl.lnan~2.2) haye ', proposed that the ,·spe~d with which 

the fissi,on process takes place determi+!EH3 whethe:v or not a. rearrangement 

into a ' stable eonfigul•ati·on is possible . For elements near uranium-235 

in the periodic table, the anergy ot exoitaticrm for fission is approximately 

6 me? , t,hat is, rou'Shly equal to the bind·ing ene.rgy of a .s.low neutron . Thus , 

fOl' slow-neutron bombar-dment ot such a nucleus. the probabiUt'Y of f1,esion 
. 

ocourr'ing is rather. high. If, however~ the t~eshold energy for fission is 

about twice as 'high as i n the p~e:vious case., neutron . emission· is fa.voure~ . . . 
over ·fi .ssion.. Sftvel-al neut.rons may be released, simultaneously , and the 

resultant nucleus will have a .· muoh · lOwer fission threl;lbold th~n ,the original 

nucl·eufh This new f:i:asi oning nucleus is hi ghly exoitied, and wi'll distine.g~ate 

very rapidly . 

The theory is, then, tha~ :Lt would be energetHJall.y uneconomical for 

·one pr~mary produot to oe;J''unstabl,e whil·e the· other is'i'J ~nstJble . T;1ererore , 

a complete redis,tr;ibution of nucleons is in o1'd.er, and actually 'b,a.kes place 

in the case of slow-neutron fiss i .OJ;l • ;H~re the ,fission takes place before 

the neutrons are emitted , and the redi~tributi~n i s possililt'r. On the· oth~r 

• See Appendix for a note on nuolear shell structure . 
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hand, if the neutrons are am.t.tted prior to fission, thus causing very 

rapid fission, then we might expect the distribution of neutrons and 

protons to be random, and .. the fission products to be of· equal .rr.ass . 

Such is t he ease with the fission of deuteron-bombarded bismuth, where 

the release of ten or twelve neutrons gives l'ise to the excited nucleus 

Pol99, which then undergoes very rapid symmetrical .fission . 

Charie Distl'i but1on in Fission 

The problem or the di atribution of charge in f1 ss1on is perhaps 

more difficult to study than the distribution of mass~ While the mass or 

a fission fra gment remains, w1 th th.e exceptions which w-ill be noted later • 

the same tllroughout all its deoay transformations. the charge changes vary 

rapi dly.. Mass distribution determinations may ba made on stable or long ... 

lived isotopes, in which case they are usually determinations of the 

cumulati ve mass yield . On the other hand• charge distri but1on must take 1nto 

account the very short-lived isotopes , many of which are very difficult to 

separate in a short time . 

Norrn~dly a fragl!lent is found to undergo an average of about thi·ae beta 

disintegrations before finally arriving at a stable state.. 'l'ha charge or 

the pl'imary fission product , then, is considerably displaced from the charge 

of t he nucleus which , a ecording to Bohr and i'JheelerC25) • is the most stable 

configuration tor that mass. If ZA is the oalcu),ated most stable nuclear 

charge . (not neo~ssarily integral) fol' a g1 ven mass , and the most probable 

primary fission fragment has a nuclear charge ZP ' the 'displacement ' ot the 

primary pucleus is z.A. .. Zp• The problem, then is to find an O:X:presl'!iOn ror 

Zp or for the displaeement . 

Several prop<lUJitiona have been made to explain the known facts : 
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1 . The simplest theory is thet or unchanged charge dtstri button . 

The ratio of neutrons/protons is the same in each of the two fragments 

rrmn a single fission . ll'or uranium·2.35 fission,', t his ratio would be 

(236 - 2 . 3)/92. This postulate seems to apply to fission induced by high .. 

energy particles, but not to slow neutron fiss1on{22) • 

2 . The postulate of minimum potent ial energy 1s that the sum of 

the energies of radioacitve decay of the two fission fragments and the 

energy of eleotrostatic repulsion ~t the mo~ent of fission is a minimum. 

J• The pOstulate of equal charge displacement, derived empirically by 

Glendenin, Coryell, and Edvl8.rds(26) ,. states that the most proba.ble dis

t ribution of charge from fission io such t hat tba two frogments from a single 

fisnion are ~qually displaced from the moat stable charge~ That is , 

(ZA - Zp> 1 • (ZA - Zp)2 • The most probable primary ohargo, then, may be 

calculated from tbe equation . 

4 . Present's theory of non-uniform charge d1stribut1on( 27) has been 

developed theoretically from a spherical nuclear model, in which the dis

tribution of protons is .radially non-uniform. For fission where the mass 

ratio of the light and heavy fragments is about 2s.3, this theory loads to 

approximately equa l values for the charge displaooment of primary fission 

products, t:~nd thus it ia similcu to the theory of equal charge displacement . 

For very unsymmetrical fission , however , where tho mass ratios ar·e about 

1 t .2 , the lower :~r.aas chains are predicted to have smaller displacement values 

than t he heavier chains , 
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Glenden1n(4}, on examining these four theories, found that the 

first two were untenable for· slow-neutron .fission . The available data 

seem to check equally well w1 th both of the other two, the equal charge 

displacement theory, and the non- uniform charge distribution theory, and 

at present it is not possible to choose between them. Gl endenin utilized 

the known independent fission yields of' the shielded nuclei Iodine- 134, 

iodine-134, xenon-135, ces1um•lJ6, bromine-82 , and rubidium-86 . These 

yields he plqtted as a. function of the displacement from the most probable 

charge, as calculated from each of tho t wo theories·. These data give the 

curves shown in Figure 5. The yields which Glendenin determined lie quite 

well on both curves . Although iodine-133 seems to be an exception, it i s 

suspected that the experimental data on this isotope may be in error. In 

all this work , he aasuraed that one di stribution curve, represented by 

P(Z) : a e"b(Z - Zp} 

will f i t all mass chains . 

!'i na Structure F.fteota i n Fission 

'l'he mass yield curves published by the. !"lutoniwn Projeot (28) and by 

Grwmnitt and Vilkinson ( 29) -were obtained from early rudiochemical data . 

The experimantal values at that time indicated a smooth cur~e, and all 

values lay close to the curve . The one point which lay very far from the 

curve, tin• l23. is explained by the assumption that it is asaocia.ted with 

a stable or l~>ng-li ved iso1uer which has so f'ar escaped radiochemical 
\ 

detection. It was suggested by K1ngdon (30) that nuclear stabUity con-

siderations might predict a certain favouring of f ragments with even numbers 

of protons. However, this has not yet received experimenta l support . 
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In addition to this one case, tin-123, which can easily be 

explained, others have been reported which are very di ft'tcult to account 

for, Thode and 11raham ( l) have reported anomalous yi alds of :Krypton aud 

xenon isotopes f rom fission . The values f or kr ypton-84,· xenon-13.3( 2 ) 

and xenon-13.4 are all considerably above the smooth ourvo, al t hough the 

other 1sot·oues of these elements lie right of tho cUI'Ve . The rosul ts or 

the xenon mea.gurement a are shown in Figure 6. stanley nd Katoorf(Jl) 

have found that the cumulative yield of iodine-lJ61s vary low, although 

the yield of xenon-136 appears to be on th()l curvel Inel:.ram, Hayden aml 

Reynolds ( .3} have measured the relati,ve abundances or the cesium isotopes 

from fission mass speotrometr1cally, and their results did not _conf orm to 

expectf.it ions. The results of all tlleae determinations ax~a g:l.ven in Table 

III . 

A qualitative explanation for this fine structure has been given by 

Glendenin . It is well known(:.:aJ) tha t nuclei with fifty or e~W1ty-two 

neutrons show a greater stubility than· most other eonti gu1•ations , and that 

in nuclei with fifty- one or ei ghty-three neutrons , tha binding energy o:t the 

' extra' neutron is somewhat lower than normal, by ap_proxima. tely 2-3 mev • 

It has bee.n postulated by Glendenin(4) that in oases where an ei ghty-three 

or fifty-one n~utron nucleus is formed as a primary fission fragment , this 

extra neutron is emitted instantaneously, instead of the usual beta. particle . 

This proposed cllain branching is shown in Table IV and V" 

An ·example will help to point out the affect of this mechanism. 

Following the Glendenin theory of charge distribution, the total primary 

yi eld of tin- 133 is 0 . 3 percent of fission. This Will be compl etely trans-

formed into tir -132 by instantaneous neutron emission .. Thus, the yield of 
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the mass 132 chain 1s predicted to be 0.3 percent or total t1ss1on higher 

than the smooth curve value, or 4.5 percent of 'fission. The total primary 

yield of antimony-1.34 - 1.3 percent, is postulated to transfora into 

antimony-l)) . The total effect on the mass 133 ehatn is a loss of 0.3 

percont,of total fission a gain of 1 . 3 percent, of a net gain of 1.0 perce~ . 

'l'bus, the predicted value for the yield of the mass 13.3 chain is 6.0 percent . 

Glendenin has calculated that if one assumes Present ' s theory ot 

charge distribution, then 1 t is necessary to postulate only sixty percent 

neutron emission , instead of one hundred percent . Tha values calculated from 

both theories are given in Tables VI and VII. 

Up to the present, only a few chains have been measured accurately . 

Moreover, all ·the f'lne structure exhibited by these chains ha& shown an 

increased yield. It would, therefore, be ot considerable interest to in• 

vestigate some of the chains for wbioh low values are predicted . It was with 

this in vie~ that the present investigation was undertaken . 

The relative abundances or the fission product isotopes of cesium 

have been redetermined . At tht;t same time, the relative abundance of the 

rubidium isotopes of mass 85 and 87 have been determined . This will make 

possible a close osti.l'llli.te of tho absolute yield of the maslJ $7 chain . 

Two fission product chains end in stable or long~lived isotopes of 

Strontium, those with masses 88 and 90. In this case , it will only be 

possible to determine relative yields since little absolutf} yield data is 

available in this mass range . ~e relative yields of these two isotopes have 

been determined . 

; 
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'l'ABl..E Ill 

Anomalous 11ssion Vass-Yields 

Mass pba.in Yield 
Smooth Curve Experimental 

83 0.5 0.39 

84 0.8 1.1 

85 1 • .3 

86 2.0 2.1 

87 2.9 

131 2.8 2.8 

132 4.2 4. 2 

133 5.0 6. ) 

1.34 5·5 7·4 

135 5.9 7.8a 

136 6.1 6.1 

137 6.2 6.1· 

I 136 5 • .2 3.1 

a 
'l'heae are the values e.s determined by Inghram. 
Hayde.n , and ~aynolds. They have been redeter
mined as part or the work of this t hesis . 
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TABLE IV 

Chain Branching in the Hi'gherMaas Range • 
;~(- . • ~. •t.l .~ 

Nuclear Charge 

.2.2. .!! g 53 54 22. 2i 
anl31 sbl31 Te131 1131 x8131 

sn132 sb132 '1'8132 1132 x8 132 

nfl3.3 Sb133 ,.133 1133 x8 133 08133 . Sn 
nfl34 '1'el34 xl34 x.l34 Sb 

nt -
sbl35 Te135 1135 xel35 08135 . 

. Sb1J6 'l'el.36 
nf 

x8 136 !136 

8137 tl'57 iif 
~1137 aal37 xel37 -

'1'•138 11J8 xa1.38 cs1.38 . aal38 

Arrows 1nd1eate the branching ot a ohaJ,n ·by emhsion 
ot e nsu·~ron f'roin a primary :f'is.sion produut having 
•lghty-three neutrons • · Nuclides under lt·ned are the 
effective ends of the rospootive chains. 

TABLE V 

Chain Branching in the I:.ower Mass Rlil:nge 

Nuclear Charge 

~ 35 J! 11 }! 1_<!_ 40 -.-

ae84 a-84 Jtr84 Rb84 sr84 
nf 
se85 Br85 Krs; Rb85 

se86 nt86 
Br Kr86 Rb86 sr86 

ar87 :!a? Rb87 

Uf88 
, 

arss Kr88 sr88 Rb 

Xr89 . Rb89 iif 
~9 sr89 

Xr90 Rb90 sr90 n~o Zr90 1 y 

Kr91 Rb91 sr91 y91 
iifJ~ 
zr9l 

Ar.rowa indicate the branching of' a chai.n by emission 
ot a neutron trom a primary :f'1ss1on procluot h$T1ng 
t1fty-one neutrons . Nuclides UQ.derlined are tbe 
etteet1ve ends ot the respeet~ve chains. 
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TABLE VI 

J1s~J.~n Yields 
• - ~.( . l.': f."· ,• - ~, 

, ·~ I ' j f_\'.~\~· , 
·., ·»ass: :bTulaber 

in the Region ot the Fifty-Neutron Closed Shell 

Fission Yields 
ot Cha1n Smooth · · Mass 

curve Spectrometry G1endenin Present 
{ ExRer1menta1 ), (Experimental) (Calculated! ( Ca.lcula ted) 

a3 o.s 0 • .39 0.7 o.6 

84 0.8 1 .. 1 0.9 1.1 

8~ .1 • .3 l.J 1.5 

86 2.0 1.8 1.8 

87 2.9 2.6 2.5 

TABLE VII 

l.l'tss~on Yields in the Region of the EightY-

'rwo Neutron Closed Shell 

Jaass Number J'ission Yields 
of Chain Smooth Mass . 

CurTe s;eectrometrz Glendenin Present 

1.31 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.8 

1.32 4.2 4.2 4·5 4.2 

13.3 s.o 6 • .3 6.0 5.4 

134 5·5 7-4 6.5 6.7 

1.35 5.9 5-7 6.4 

1.36 6.1 6.2 5.5 5·9 

137 6.2 4·9 4·5 

1.38 6.2 5·7 6.0 
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BXPERilJ:lilN'fAL 

Chemical Proe'edures 
v t) 

.1;1. Cesium and R1b1d1um 

The procedure adopted tor the simultaneous isolation ot carrier• 
. ' 

tree cesium and rubidium from irradiated uranium is as follows . The 
' ' 

uranium metal was dissolved in nitric acid, and the solution evaporated 
' ' 

to crystals. · The crystals were dissolved in d1ethyl ether, and. the · 
. . . ' 

fission products separated from this solution by extraction with several 

very small portions of dilute ni tr1 c acid . It was sometimes necessary 

to repeat this e.xt11aotion procedure on the aqueous extract to remove 

excessive quantities ot uraniu.m. Two or three milligraas of ferric Jon 

was added , and subsequently precipitated as hydroxide with ammonia gas . 

This removed essential~ all of the hydroxide- forming elements, and left . 
in solution nearly all ot the cesi um, rubidium, bariwn, and strontium .• 

The solution was evaporated , converted to the chloride , tumed, and redb-

solTed in 6N hydrochlori~ acid . Two milligrams of ammonium ion was now 
' . 

added , and preo1p1 tated as ammonium ohloroplat1nate
1
• This preoi pi tate 
( \ ' 

Qarri ed down cesium and rubidium only, The supernatant soluti on at this . 
' ' 

poi nt was used tor subsequant isolation and purification of ·strontium. 
' ' 

The chloroplatinate crystals were dissolved in hot water, ·and the platinum 

was removed by reduction with formic acid . The solution was asain evapor-

ated, and t'umed . The arrier- free oesiwn and ru'Qi dium chlorides were con .. 
. ' 

Terted to nitrates by repeated eTaporat1on with nitric acid . The resultant 

nitrates wero in a torm satisfactory tor mass spectrometric analysis. 

Jn order to determi ne the amount of contamination by natural cesium and 
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rub1d1 um, a blank was Pl'&pared in the following way. 'l"wo uranium di so a 

of equa.l weight, one disc irradiated; and ·l.ho other not, were dia~~alvM. 

separately, S.n nitric acid. They were treated in the manner just des-

oribed. Care was taken to ensure that exactly the same quantities ot 

reagents were added to each sample. After the rediasoluti,on of the ohloro-

platinate crystals, half ot each sample was removed_. nd the two halves 

combined. In thie !Jlanner, the synthetic sample is made up to have exactly 

twice as much natural cesium and rubidium aa the original active sample. 

A comparison or the abundances ot isotopes in the two active samples will 

make possible a deter:lllinat1on ot conta.tr.1no.t:lon-free teotop1c abundances. 

In subsequent runs,. the combining of samplea was done immediately following 

the dissolution of the uranium ~tal. In this way , the err1c1eaoy ot 

extraction and pracip'!itation procedures has no effect on the ·accuracy Qt 

the blank, 

b. Strontium 

The isolation of cru:·rier-fr@e strontiwn \Yas completed by the following 

process. The strontium solution, after the ('hloroplo.tinate precipitation 

just described, was evaporated to dryness and fumed. Contaminants at this 

point were silica, platinic chloride, some organic ~~tter . and small amount 

or iron and uranium. The I'esidue lm.s dissolved in dilute hyd.rochlor-ic acid , 

and two milligrams of ferric ion was added. This was precipitated as ferric 

bydroxide at pit 9 with Sll'lDlon1wn carbonate. 'l'l'l1S caused the quantitative 

sorption of strontium carbOnate and/or strontium hydroxide. In this way , 

the desired component was separated from tall subetanoes soluble in basic 

solutions. 

This step was followed by rediesolution in an excess ot hydrochloric 
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acid, and reprioip1tat1on of the hydroxide with carbonate-tree ammonia 

gas • . ett. pH 6, This caused t.he coprecipi tation of e.ll llydro::d.de components, 

but the strontium was not adsorbed(32,33). Th~ supernatant solution was 

evaporated and fumed. The residue was essentially pure barium and strontium 

chlorides, which were converted to nitrates by evaporation with nitric acid, 

The analysis of strontium isotopes was done on this nitrate residue • 

l~os Spectrometer Analzsis 

(a} Dempster-Type, Double Focussing Mass Spectrometer. 

Th1 s type of instrument • t1rst described by Dempster ( 34 '35) , was. 

originally used as .a mass spectrograph, for absolute mesa determinations. 

The instrument used in this work(36) was modified so that the ionscould 

be aollectod• and ion currents measured, instead of recorded photographically. 

This change was ltlAlde to permit high-proctsion abundance measurements. The 
' 

ions were produced in a modified Shaw-type crucible souro~(J7} . All 

" " crucibles used in this work were made of colun~1um, 0,06 O.D. x 0.03 I.D. 

X )/8" • 

Analyses were made by measuring singly-charged ions emitted from the 

oxide of the element under study. 'l'he oxides were used bEjcause they were 

tound to ~ive more steady emission tb&n any other compounds 1nTe&ti@ated . 

The crucible temperature ot cesium an4 rubidi~ analyses was estimated at 

between 350 and 400° C, strontium analyses required much higber temperatures 
. 0 . 

- in the range between 1700 and 1800 c • . Before eaoh analysis a blank 

crucible was run in the mass spectrometer to ensure that no residual ion 

currents were being caused by ions being baked out of other purts of the source 

assembly. 
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(b) 90° Sector-type Mass Speotrometer 

The 90° mass spectrometer originally described by Graham, Earkness, 

and Thode(Je) was modified to permit the use or a heated filament ion 

s~ce. Ions of cesium and rubidium were produced from the oxides at 

temperatures estin1ated at between 600 and 650° a. 

(c) Sample Sizes 

It was t'ound that aa.tiefnctory i .?n currents could be obtained w1 th 

Yery small samples of material, For exe.ntple, the ces1U.II1 result s lfere 

obtained with less thttn 0.1 llli orogram of cesium oxide. In the oase ot 

rubidium, the samples were considerably smaller, beoause of the lower fission 

yields of rubidium tsotopes. possibly of' the order of' 0 . 02 micrograms. 

The lower limit has not been investigated, but it is felt . that the li:td.t ot 

detection for cesium and rubidium is less than ~001 microgram. 0.5. to 
'f '·.l 

l microgram of' s.t .ronttum was roqt:tlf'tied in order to obtain satisfactory ton 
i;~/t,'J.; I 

curront s with the heat e(l cruoi ble ion souro'e. 

(d) Sample Fractionation 

It 1s claimed by Inghram, Haydai·, and .. ~eynolda(3) that a fra.cUonation 

of cesium isotopes at as m.uch as 1"1 ve percent occurs at. t he filament ot 

their mass speotromete:t· . We have found no indication that t his f;raot1.on

at1on takes place in our tnstrutnents06.39}. In our work , two different 

mass spectrometers were used which ha.d two widely different tyltes ot ion 

sou.rce. In ovory c£tsa , the results obtain~d from the two i.nstn.unents were 

1n excellent agreement. No differences in the isot op1o ratios ~~s been 

:noted between the t'irGt and l ast ten perce:::.t of each sample. We h~ve there-

tore assumed that no fractioMtion of the isotopes occurred ~ th I)Jtlr samples . 
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PreR!rat1on or Samples 

(a) Cesium and Rubidium 

The preparation of samples ot cesi um and rubidium was .relat i vely 

simple . 'l'lle ethod involved merely eyapo ting a small portion of the 

total sample of cesium and rubtdiwn on the surf'~ce or the tungsten 

filament. or in the columbium crucible . 

( b} Stront4. um 

The preparation of samples of strontium · was very much more difficult 

th~m for cesium and rubidium because the ionizing effici~ncy of the IIUlSS 

spectrometer.s for alkalinE~ earth oxides is considerably l~wer than for 

alkali metal oxides . It was not possible to investigate fission product 

strontium v1i th the 90° filament source mass spectrometer, as th~ semples ot 

stnont1 um oxide avai la:ble were tc~P'.iiro.all 'to ei ve B6ti stactory .ion currents . 
' ~!' \,; ' 

' ~ . i 

Even with the heated crucible source 1 t vms just possi bla to get result a 

with the j()ne ~crog;ram extraoted from our inadiated discs . 

Since evaporation or larger amounts than one or two microliters 1n 

such a ~11 crucible presented p:roh1 bi ti ~a dif'f1cult1es ,. the oarbo11ate was 

precipi tat.ed on a · small amount o ferric hydroxide as carrier, and 

centrifuged into the crucible by means of a spe cially adapted qentritu~e 

Results 

(a) Cesium 

'l'ha mas111 spectrometer abundance data n1ust be ooJ.:'reoted for the radio-

act1 ve decay of' oeaium- 137 in order to obt&.ln the true mass y1eld6 . This 



'l'Al1LE VIII 

nelda of Cesium Isotope Prom Thermal Neutron 

J1as1on of Uranium-235 

Mas a bsolute 
neld 

1.33 6.29a 

\ 135 6.18b 

137 5 •. 87° 

a 
Value tor :xel.33 baaed on 2.~ yield ot Il3l 

b 
Corr oted tor neutron absorption 

0 

Corrected tor decay using JJ-yaar halt-lite. 
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correction a made by extrapolation to zero time, on the basis of a 

.33-year he.lt ... life(40). The vul ue obtai ned f or the yield of oesium-135 

will <1lsc be low, because or thti neutron absorption reaction: xe135 

The final results after correcting for decay are givon in 

Tabl e VIII. The results obtai ned are plotted in Fie,'tll·e 7. 

TABLE VIU 

_:;',:';l ields of 0e111um Isotope ._.From Therznal Neutron 

Fission of Uranium-2.35 

~as 1~ .3 , Corrected. f or Absolut e 
Reaultell- Csl.37 Deca~ b Y1eld0 

1.3.3 1 .118 1 . 072 6.3 

135 \ 1 

1.37 1 . 000 1~000 5 · 9 

aAverage of four values, whioh showed no detectable 
contaJY..d.nat1on by nBtUiul oes1mn. See chemical 
procedures for details of" bl nk . 
bExtrapol~tad to z ero time according to 3.3 yr. half-
life . ,. " 

0 0bt ained by normalizing to the kno n value for Xenon-133 
4Thi s value i -~ somewhat low b,eoe1u~e of the high nautron 

captriro uros~-secti•)n of ,Xemm- 1J5. 

(b) Rubldium 

The rubidi um samples from fission were found to contain normal 

rubidium as an impurity . Correction for the normal i sotopic i mpurity was 

made in t he ;following manner, If thu r·atio of the fission yields of nb85 

and Rb67 is 1/a , tho mount of rubidium-87 present as contamination is 

x.m and the amount of rubidium- 85 contamination is 2.6x, then 

1 -t- 2 .6x ::: ratio found in normal s m;ple ( 1) 
a + x 

1 or. 5 . 2x ; ratio found i n blank sampl e (2) 
a -r 2x 
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Elimination of x between (l) and (2) gives the net ratio of fission 

isotopes . 

Thode ( 4l) has reported that the 9.4 year isomer of krypton-85 

accounts tor 25% of the total yield of the nass 85 chain predicted from 

the smooth mass-yield curve. Th1o1s• it is calculated that in the samples 

used in this work, 2~ of the oumulat1Je yield of rubidium-85 is still 

blocked by the krypton isotope. The mass spectrometer results wer.e 

corrected for this loss according to the 9.4 year half- lifo of krypton-85 . 

The samples used in this work were 2 .1 years old . 

A consideration of the probable neutron capture cross seotiop.s of 

ruM.dL.'m-86 indicates that it is very unlikely that the reaction Rb86 (n, '0 

·.; Rb87 would contribute any app;reoiable error. 

The final results for rubidium isotopes in fission are reported in 

Table IX. 

TABLE IX 

Yields of Rubidium Isotopes From Thermal Neutron 

Fission of Uranium- 235 

Mass Sample sample Net b Corrected Absolu~e - UB-lba UB- laa Valuo0 Value Yield 

85 0 . 506 0 .442 0 . 374 0. 475 l.J 

87 1.000 1 . 000 1.000 1.000 2. 74 

4Sample UB-lb contained the blank, whereas Sample 
UB-la did not . (See procedures for an explanation 
of the blank) 

bsee discussion above for the method of calculating 
net yields . 

0 This oorreoti<.>n is for the decay of 9.4 year krypton-S5 
desolute yield values are assi gned on the assumption that 
the value tbr mass 85 lies on the smooth curve . 
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(c) Strontium 

It s not necessary to run blanks to determine the ~xtent or normal 

strontium in the fission product material, since of the natural isotopes 

of strontium, only one, sr88 , 1s produced in fission . Thus, an accurate 

measure of the contamination by natur l strontium~88 could be calculated 

from the amount of strontium.- 86 p1•esent in tbe sample ~ The value obtained 

for 19. 9 year strontium- 90(42) bad to be extrapolated to zero time to 

correct for decay. The final values are prosented in Table X. 

Relative Yields of Strontium Isotopes Prom Thermal 

l~eutron Fission of Uranium- 235 

ss Yi el d 

.s . 
Values 

Cor~eoted For 
Sr 0 Decay Average 

88 o •. soa o.65b ~ 0 .71 0. 61 ~ \ 0. 66 .. 

90 1.oo 1. 00 1.00 1 .00 1.00 

8 Th1s sampl e was 4. 66 years o1d • .. ~l ~tS 
b 

. Th1 s 1 2 l"l ld " · 'L samp e was • ~ years o • • v 

~ I I 
1 

I , ~- ''~ ~' .,.t 

,{., 

• 0 
~ ,"_ 
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DISCUSSION 

General 

The experimental results provide further evi dence ot fine structure 

in fission yields . The mass 133 chain is found to have a high relative 

yield • in agreement wi th results reported previously for the isotopes of 

xenon . The yields of the 135 and 137 mass ehains are somewh.at lower, and 

when normalized at 6 . 3 percent for cesium- 1.3.3 , give val ues in fair agree

ment with the predicti ons of the smooth curve . With the exception of the 

137 mass chain , there is qualitative agreement wi th the yi eld values pre• 

dicted by the Glendenin .mechanism. However. the ·Glendenin mechani sm re

quires that yields greater than the smooth curve val ues must be counter

balanced exactly , i n their totals , by yields i n other chai ns whioh are 

below the smooth curve . .. It is obvious from Figure 7 that t his l$ not the 

case tor tha mass range under study . The ' total of the yields determined 

experi mentall y is grea,ter than the total gi ven by the smooth curve as 

drawn in the Plutonium Project report . 

Since the smooth m£u~s yield curve was obtained by ,plotting all the 

known expex-imental data , some of which was subject to large errors,, one 

might suggest a revision of the smooth curve upward in the 1.3.3-137 ll!B.SS 

range ' to bri ng the yields predieted by Glendeni n in closer agreement with 

e:x:peri menta 1 results . However, 1f th1 s is done , one obtai ns a hump on the 

s1d.e of the curve . This suggests an ettect other than that proposed by 

G:lendeni n to account for departure from the smooth yield curve . 
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TABLE XI 

Comparison of Experimental Results with Various 

Predicted Yields 

Mass Yield From Glen- From Pre- Ex.12er1mental - .denin' s t heorz sent • s theoq Curve 

131 2.8 2.9 2. 8 2,8 
I 

132 4·2 4.5 4.2 4.2 

133 5.0 6,0 5.4 6, J 

134 5o5 6,5 6.7 7.4 

1.35 5·9 5· 7 6.4 5.9 

... 
136 6,1 5·5 5·9 6 .1 

i. ~· 1J7 6 .2 4 .9 4. 5 5·9 

1}8 6 . 2 5·7 '6. 0 (6.o)a 

Total 41.9 41 . 7 41.9 44.6 

aAverage of the three predictions . The true value is not 
expected to be sutt1o1ently different to change the total 
significantly, 

Possible Explanation of Anomalous Results 

The results obtained to date suggest that the discrepancy between 

the predicted and experimental total yields in the region from mass +31 

to ma11s 138 i s probably caused by some ohara.cter1 stic ot the fission 
•' 

pro~ess itself, rather than by a post- f i ssion effect . The results could 

bo accounted for qualitatively, for example, if we were to assume that '*"" 

nuclei with eighty-two neutrons have a slightly higher primary yi eld than 

would be predicted f1·om symmetrical charge distribution curves-

On the b sis of this assumption alone , then, one would expect that 

t he yi eld of tin- 132, wh.ioh has both eighty- two neutrons a.nd f ifty protons, 
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would be very high. This, however, is not the case. A consideration 

of' the relative stabilities o:f nuclei 1n this region will explain this 

apparent anomaly. The neutron- proton ratio of tin ... l32 is 1.64, as 

compared to 1 .41 predicted by the Bohr- Wheeler theory as the most stable 

ratio for mass 132. On the other hand, oeai.wa-.137 ., also with eighty.:.two 

neutrons, has a neutron- proton ratio of 1.49, as com1~red with 1 .42 for 

the moat stable ratio . Therefore, any terticular tendency f o.r t.tn•l.32 

to form in fUsion would be opposed by the high de.gree of instabUity of 

such a high ~eutron .. proton ratio. It seems, then, that the increased 

yield or eighty-two-neutron primary fission frag111ents would be a :fUnction 

of the stability of the · nculeus .. The ~ft'eot would thus be appreciable 

only in masses 13.3, 134, 135 and 136 . Figure 8 is a smootb curve obtained 

empirically which gives t .he variation of this effect with mass . The 

yield blues .obtained on the basis of this variations are sh~twn in Tabl e XII . 

It will be seen from Table XII that considerable improvement ts 

made by combining the two effects . This i .mprovement is especially 

..... noticeable in the close agreement obtained between predicted and ex

perimental totaly1&lds. 
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TABLE XII 

Fission Yi ,elda Assuming an Eighty-Two Neutron 

Effect in Primary Fission 

Mass Smooth Increase Corrected Corrected - Ourve Yield Yield Plus 
% or Pr1marz ~ of Total Glendenin 

Yield of Nuclide Fission Etfeotl! 

131 .2.8 0 o.o 2.8 2.9 

1.3.2 4·2 2 o.o 4·2 4·5 

133 s.o 14 0. 3 5.3 6.3 

134 5·5 32 0.9 6.4 7.4 

l35 5-9 50 0.8 6.7 6. 5 

1:36' ' 6.1 60 0 .5 6.6 6.0 

137 6.2 65 0.1 6.3 5.0 

138 6 • .2 o.o 6.2 5· 7 

Total 41 . 9 44 ·5 44 · 3 
" 

aln this and following calculations, the eighty-three neutrGn etteot 
1s based on Glendenin ' s theory of charge distribution. Analogous 
.Predictions could be made on the basis ot Present ' s theory ot 
charge d1 atribution. 

Large discrepancies still exist in certain chains, notably the 

mass 137 chain . In thi s chain, almost the whole pr edicted tine structure 

effect i :o due to the Glenden1n mechanism, and it is seen that tbe ex-

perimental results do not show nearly as large an effect as is predicted . 

At the same time , large corrections due to the Glendenin effect are required 

to account for the very high yi elds obtained tor masses 133 and 134 . ss 

yi elds i n better agreement with experimental values can be obtained it it 

is assUlJI,ed that the Olendenin effect, e.a well as the eighty- two neutron 
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efteot • is a function ot the neutron-proton ratio. 

This variation of the Glenden1n ef:f'be.t with neutron/proton ratio 

seems reasonable from a consideration of nuclear stability, For example, 

the most stable neutron/proton ratio for the mass 133 chain .is 1 .41. Thus, 

tin-133, with a ratio of 1.66, will be very unstable , and would be qUite 

likely to emit a neutron if it were highly excited . On the other hand , 

cesium-1.38 , whose neutron/proton ratio of 1 .51, as compared to the most 

sta ble ratio 1 .. 42 for mass 1)8, would be considerably more stable , and only 

under extreme excitation w<>uld neutron emission be favoured over beta dis ... 
',_:" 

1ntegra1;.ion. It would therefore be expected ·th&t the :pro~bUity of in-

stantaneous meutron emission would diminish as the mass of the nuclide with 

eighty- thl:<ee neutrons increases from 130 to 14C. All empirical .curve . s;,~:nu~~ 

this variation is given in Jigure 9. 

The yield values. calculated assuming bot~ :the modified <llendeilin 

effect and the closed shell effect in primary fission, gi ven 1n fable XIII , 

are the best of seve:ral sets calculated from 1rarious possible eu?vet:: ~r 

neutron erussion vs. mass number, and of eighty-two neutron effect vs. mass 

number . The · ourves used in calculating the tabulated values are those of 

Figures 8 and 9. 
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131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 
MASS NUMBER 

FIGS SUGGESTED VARIATION OF EXCESS YIELD EFFECT WITH MASS 

131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 
MASS NUMBER 

FIG 9 SUGGEST ED VARIATION OF THE GLENDENNIN EF FECT WITH MASS 
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TABLE XIII 

Predicted Fission Yields in the Heavy Mass Range 

Assuming Closed Shell Effeots 

Mass Yield Predicted bz Glendenin 
Number Curve From Equal Dis- From Pres- Postulated Predicted 

Elacement Theorz ant's Theorz in this from 
Theel sa Experiment!!, 

131 2.8 2 . 9 2.8 2.9 2.8 

132 4.2 4·5 4.2 4·5 /..i..2 

1.33 5.0 6.0 5·4 6.3 6.3 

134 5·5 6.5 6.7 7.1 7·4 

135 5. 9 5·7 6.4 6.0 5·9 

136 6.1 5·5 5o9 s.a 6 .. 1 

137 6.2 4.9 4~5 5·7 5.9 

1.38 6.2 5.7 6.0 6.2 

aln these calculations the equal ohargo displacement was used 1n . 
calculation of the Glendenin effect. Analogous results could be 
obtained using Present's non-uniform distribution theory. 

Summarz of Pro£osed Mechanism 

In an attempt to explain anomalous results in the fission fine-

structure effect , the following ~ssw~ptions were made: 

1 . The distribution of both oh~ge and mass fundamentally follow 

simple probability laws , and any fine structur is due to other effects 

superimposed upon the elementary process . These other factors may be 

either during or immediately following the fission process . 
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2. The Glendenin mechanism of neutron emission ls assumed to 

be correct. However, the probability of neutron emission from a nucleus 

with eighty-three neutrons is assumed to be a function of the displacement 

of that nucleus from the Bohr-Wheeler stability line. 

3. The probability of formation as primary fission products is 

greater for nuclei w1 th eigh ty-two neutrons than for other nuclei . The 

magnitude of this effect will vary as some function or the displacement 

of those nuclei from the Bohr- heeler stability line . 

In addition to the foregoing , two tacit assumptiono have ·been made 

tor the sake of simplicity. They are 1 . the exeass ·yhlds of eighty- two 

neutron fission fragments has no effect whatsoever on the ~robabtlity or 

formation of other fission fragments, and that these others follow the 

smooth, symmetrical charge and ss distribution curves; 2. there is no 

significant effect due to the evan or odd numbers of protons in the primary 

nucleus . Considerably more data must be accumulated before these as~unptiona 

can be tested . 

One of the most important weaknesses of the proposed modification or 

the Clendenin echanism is that the known neutron emission of xenon-137 

seems to be a contradiction . It might be, however, that in this case neutron 

emission is favoured because in that way the product nucleus has even numbers 

of both protons and neutrons , whereas the nucleus r esulting from a beta 

disintogratiGn would ha"te an odd number of protons, and a r esultant high 

nuclear angular momentum. 

The prOJ)Osals made 1n this thesis might be tested by analysing the 

fission products fr m fission induced by neutrons of higher energies . At 
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higher energ1es; one would expect the preterential format i on of eighty-two 

neutron fragments to decrease, and the fission process to become less 

selective. One would not expect the Glendenin mechanism, which occurs after 

the fission process, to be affected . 
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APPENDIX 

Nuclear Shell Stl'ucture 

----·----------------~ 
The concept of shells and energy levels in the nucleus roughly 

analogous to those of electrons in atomic orbitals was first proposed 

by Bartlett(43) in 1932, and was soon taken up in the theoretical work 

of Els sser<44~ Only reoently, however, baa it been given much ~ertous 

conoideration in the light ot experimental evidence. Although there is 

considerable disagreement, even in those regions of the pori odic te.ble 

where evidence 1s abundant, and especially among heavier nuclei, f or 

which it is difficult to make satisfactory calculations, much preliminary 

work has been done , The recent work of Mayer (.23,45,M>,47) , Nordheim(4S) 

and Feenborg(49,50,5lJ i .a of great importance in openin8 up this field . 

Empirical evidence has rapidly been accumulating leading to obser-

vationa that certain numbers of pr·otons andfo:r neut1·one in a nucleus seem 

t be more stable than the others . These numbers , the so called "magic 

numbers ', are 2 , e, 20 , 28 , 50, 82 and 126. A certain stability is also 

noted in nuclei with 40 nuclides of one kind . 

The evidence in support of these observations is summarized by 

t; yer(23} , Data is drawn from many types of observations , including the 

following: 

1 . Isotopic aQundances . Of all the i sotopes of atomic number greatf;lr 

than thirty- thl:·ee , only three have abundances graater than sixty percent ot 

that element . Of these, strontium- 89 has 50 neutrons , Wld barium-138 and 

cerium-140 each have eighty- two neutrons . 

2 . The number of i sotones• . Although the average number of 

•Isotonas are nuclides with the same number ot neutrons . 
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1sotones tor oven numbers or neutrons throughout the periodic table is 

between three and tour, seven naturally ocourrihg nuol1des have eishty-twe 

neutrons, and six have tift neutrons. 

3, The nWliber of isotopes , Tin, with fifty protons., has more stable 

isotopes than ny other ' element. The heaviest and lightest d1tfer by 

twal ve mass units . 'Fhe only other case ot such a spread in the maS.saa of 

the isotopes of an element is found in xenon, whose great span may be 

attributed to xenon-136, which has alghty~two neutrons . 

4 . Neutron capture cross section.. Capture erose sections tor nuclides 

with fifty, eighty-two , or one hundred and twenty-six seem abnormally low. 

At the same time, some of those with forty-nine or eighty-one neutrons seem 

11nusually high . 

This and other evidence leaves no doubt as to the particular 

stability of certain shells of both protons and neutrons. The intarpre-

tation of this stability nd the assignment of spectroscopic terms to the 

levels is a very difficult task. 

The early history of atomic structure 1s to be found in the annals 

or spect.coscopy. ;It waa tram the energies of the spectral lines that the 

al'lergies of the electron levels were calculated. Thus. 1t might be expected 

that a similar ease might be that ot nuclear levels and nuclear spectroscopy. 

This , however, is not the case as much as would be expected . 

One of the r0asons for this is the lack of a sufficient number ot 

simple nuclei which g1v& out radiations. The moat common art1t1c1ally and 

naturally radioactive nuclides are very complex in their structure. It .may 

be noted here in comp rison t hat the opt ical spectra of some or the more 
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complex ele~ents are not yet completely resolved. Another great 

diff iculty which muat be met is that the interactions between and relat1ona 

between the various nuclear particles are very strong and not at all 

well understood. 

Three methods have been used, individually, or inoonjunction with 

one another, for the assignment of terms to the various levels within the 

nucleus; 

1., Wave mechanical calculations, beginning wl th Elsasser• s work, 

have been set up for variously shaped potentia l wells, in which t he nuclear 

particles are supposed to move. nordheim utilizes the postulate of an 

approximately spherical well. ~ yer and Feenberg us a square well, w.1 th 

possibly rounded 09rners . The 'wine bottle• potential well, as .:'irst 

suggested by Elsasser, is also used by Feenberg in the calculation or the 

energies of proton oscillators . 

2 . The analysis of the spins of nuclei, as determined f r om hyperfine 

structure in optical spectroscopy, und from angular correlation ~ .. or:!>: .i.n 

gamma- ray spectroscopy , gives considerable information as to the angular 

momentum of the nucleus. The a1mpl1t'ying assumption is made that an even 

number of identical nucleons are all paired to giv~ zero a ngula r momentum to 

the nucleus. Thus, the momentum of an odd nucleus may all be attributed to 

t he odd proton or neutron or to the odd ' hole '. This assumption is 

characteristic of the 'individual particle model' . The spin and angular 

momentum contributlon of the nucleons a r e calculated in a manne1· s imilar to 

that used in optical spectroscopy. The neutron and proton ea ch have angular 

momenta -1- equal to h/2, while t heir spins -2- are each equal to ~ h/2 . 
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Thus, the speotrosoop1o terms of individual nucleons are analogous to 

those of individual electrons. 

3. Nordheim uses magnetic moments of nuclei to determine whether 

the spin of a nuoleon is parallel to or antiparallel to the orbital 

angular momentum. In all this work a strong spin-orbit coupling is 

assumed, so .that the relative orientation of the two forrus of momentum is 

or highest importance. Nordheim plots the magnetic moments of nuclei 

against the speotroaoopi oally determined spin, I. The points are found to 

lie on or near two rather poorly defined lines. fhase lines are close to 

the theot•et1oally .determ.ined ·lines for 1 j • / + 1; and I J •l ... i ·, as 

calculated by Schlllidt . The fact that these points do not form a well 

defined pair of lines 1a attributed to the insuff'ioienoy of .the <~ne pe.rt1cle 

picture . There is thus some interaction of odd particles with those already 

paired. 

Perhaps the moat convincing paper to date is that of Mayer(47) in 

whioh the theory of the 'spin-orbit coupling model' is put forwali. ~he 

assumptions made in that theory are: 

1. The succession ot energies of single particle orbits is that of 

a square well wi th strong apin-orbi t coupling giving rise to inverted 

doublets, 

la. For a given value of I, the level I '=l +- 'it has inTar1 bly lower 

energy than, and will be filled before that level where I =l • i · 
lb. Pairs of spin levels -,..Jithin one shell, which arise from adjacent 

orbitals in the square well in such a way thbt the spin-orbit coupling 

tends to bring their energy closer, can and often will cross . 

2 .. An even number of 1denM.cal nucleons in any orbit v1i th total 

angular momentum quantum number J will always couple to gi ve a spi n of zero , 
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and no contribut ion to the magnetic moment. 

) . An odd numbar or identical nucleons in a state j will couple 

to give a total spin of j, and a magnetic moment equ~l to that for a 

single particle in that state . 

4 . :wor a given nucleus, t he pairing energy of the nucleons in the 

same orbit 1a greater for orbits with larger j . 

A good example of crossing of levels because of pairing energy of 

the level with higher angule.l' moment Wit is afforded by the spins of odd· 

proton nuclei w1th2 lying between 28 and 38. From Table i~V, 1t 1s seen 

that the proton configqration for Z . 28 is 1s2, 2p6, Jd.lO, 2s2, 4r712a. 

The next proton should be , then; according to the calculated energy of the 

levels, an r 512 proton. However , spins for the next five odd ... proton 

nuclei indicate filling in the P3; 2 level . The only exceptions to this are 
85 67 

37Rb48 and 30zn
37

, whieh have s pins of 5/2 . This shows th~t the proton or 

neutron goes into the 3P3; 2 level, but that the next proton causes a re

arrang$ment , and both protons go into the lower-lying 4r
512 

laval . 'l'ha 

closeness of such levels during u cross-over is shown by the fl'equency of 

casas of nuclear isome1·1 m in t l ose regions .• 

Neutron structure of nuclei w1 th fewer than fi f ty neutron.s is-'4,dentical 

to that for the same number of protons.. After fifty • however, tho coulomb 

repulsion has a considerable affect on the density of protons olose to the 

center , whereas tho neutrons are unaffected . Thus , proton levols with h1gb 

angular momontuill are favoured more than in neutron lovols. 

The present state of nuclear energy a.ssi @')l.'llonts may be ~um.marized for 

the three impor tant schools of investigation as in Table XIV. 
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Energy Levels and Spin Terms of Nuale1 
5"1 

(After M yar) ~) 
-

., 2 6 12 30 

8 20 50 

Feanberg and .182 2p6 282 3<110 
Hammack 

3dl0 ,gl-8 - 4fl4 

~lordheim 1s2 2p6 2a2 JdlO 4fl4 3p6 4dl0 

·Mayer ls2 2p6 ;as2 3dl0 4tl4 3p6 10 5€?9/2 • 
Squ!'lra · Well la .2p Jd 2s 4f . Jp 5g 4d 

32 

82 

6h22 4dl0 

5gl8 5tl4 

5g8 4dl0 Js2 6hl2 
7/2 ll/2 
.3s 6h 5f 4p 71 



TABLE VIII 

Yields of Cesium Isotope From Thermal Neutron 

Fission of Uranium-235 

Mass Absolute 
Yield 

133 6.29a 

135 6.18b 

137 5.87° 

a 
Value tor xe133 based on 2.8% yield of Il3l 

b 
Corrected tor neutron absorption 

c 
Corrected tor decay using 33-year half-lite. 
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